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An Art For Modern Humanity

Looking for contemporary sculpture with the quality of rendering and vision you’ve seen
in the masters? Ever wished the elegance of modern design combined with realism to express
subjects of the heart as well as the mind? You’ll find new possibilities for American fine art in
the bronze and marble sculptures of Barry Woods Johnston.
Johnston works have a unique style — both modern in fresh vitality and classic in refined
figurative realism. His designs range from soaring architectural to natural Art Deco, yet he always
focuses on humanity in the wide range of subjects he explores — from intimate relationships and
classic Shakespeare to the pressures of contemporary life. The invigorating energy of his realistic
figures offers a poignant expression of our modern times.
Sculptures by Johnston are featured regularly at exhibitions of the National Academy of
Design, the Allied Artists of America, the National Sculpture Society, the National Arts Club and
the Salmagundi Club. They have received virtually every important peer award and medal, including
the Cassidy Memorial Award, the Leonard J. Meiselman Award (multiple times), the Lindsay
Morris Memorial Prize, the Chaim Gross Foundation Award, the National Arts Club Best In Show
prize and their President’s Award, the Eliot Liskin Award (multiple times) and many others. His
works are in important collections and his commissions can be found around the world.
For those familiar with his works, this full color, coffee-table brochure offers a preview
of his newest sculptures. For art lovers unfamiliar with his works, it offers an opportunity to
discover an art for modern humanity. The Sculpture of Barry Woods Johnston: Art of Enduring
Value can be purchased online for $10.00 (includes shipping) at www.sculptorjohnston.com.
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